
Introduction

Natural environmental sounds, such as species-specific
vocalizations, are behaviorally important sounds with com-
plex acoustical patterns. When studying the neural re-
presentation of such spectrotemporally complex stimuli,
a fundamental question is to understand which aspect or
parameter of the stimulus neurons are sensitive to. This re-
quires the ability to systematically change the stimulus in
many aspects. Traditional methods of call modification are
based on various filtering strategies or global operations
such as signal time reversal, time compression, or time ex-
pansion, which are typically performed on examples of re-
presentative calls. There are at least two limitations to this
approach. First, when an example of the call is used, it may
not be statistically accurate in representing a particular type
of species-specific vocalizations. Second, there are many as-
pects of a complex call that cannot be changed by filtering
or global operations. In order to address these limitations,
a program tool has been developed for analyzing the spectro-
temporal pattern of species-specific vocalizations. The de-
sign of the program was adjusted for its application in the
field of auditory neuroscience.

Materials and methods

The software was programmed in Matlab version 5.3.
(and also tested in version 6.5) with the Signal Processing
Toolbox as part of a complex software solution for process-
ing communication sounds, containing routines for record-

ing, analysis, modification and synthesis. The user interface
employs a graphic environment for the interactive control
of sound processing. The file input subroutine can read sound
files in the standard wave format (*.wav) or in Matlab bi-
nary format.

Before the analysis starts, the segmentation subroutine
can be used for separating individual calls or call phrases in
the sound record. The segmentation is performed in the time
domain, and individual sound segments can be saved into se-
parate files in wave format (wav) or Matlab binary format.

The analysis algorithm is essentially a peak-picking con-
tour extractor. The position of the fundamental frequency as
well as the positions of higher harmonics are detected in the
short-time sound spectra obtained by windowed fast Fourier
transform (FFT). The user can control almost all algorithm
parameters, such as the number of points and the overlap of
the FFT or the number of harmonics. Individual frequencies
are detected as positions of local energy maximums in the
sound spectrum. A higher accuracy is obtained by tracking
the energy peaks over the entire duration of the sound with
a correction performed under the assumption of a con-
tinuous time course for all frequencies and the harmonic
structure of the spectrum. Any part of the signal whose
total energy falls below a certain threshold is assumed to be
a silent period and does not affect the analysis algorithm.

Results

The application of the program was tested using calls of
adult guinea pigs and very young rats (P10). Figure 1 shows
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the segmentation of a rat vocalization signal sampled at 181
kHz. The signal is graphically represented by its waveform
and spectrogram. The signal can be divided into several
phrases by automatic operation or manually by introducing
marks (shown as vertical lines in the waveform) with a com-
puter mouse. There are two possible reasons to separate in-
dividual phrases of calls consisting of many phrases. First,
it makes it possible to separate a time segment of interest-
ing signals from uninteresting ones (e.g., a call from noise
or another call). Second, if a vocalization consisting of
many phrases is divided into individual phrases, the order
of phrases can later be easily changed or randomized when
altered call is synthesized.

The result of the detection algorithm performed on the
guinea pig vocalization call ’whistle’ (sampled at 50 kHz) is
shown in Fig. 2A. Lines in the spectrogram indicate indivi-
dual harmonics as found by the automatic detection algo-
rithm. The accuracy of the detected sound parameters is
illustrated on the artificial ’whistle’ (Fig. 2B), which was
synthesized [4] from the detected parameters of the natural
’whistle’. The waveform of the artificial ’whistle’ (Fig. 2B)
closely resembles the waveform of the original (natural)
’whistle’ (Fig. 2A).

The output of the parameter identification module serves
for the subsequent statistical analysis of individual types
of species-specific vocalizations. The significance of this
approach is that it accurately captures the statistical pro-
perties of species-specific vocalizations and allows the ge-
neration of both representative calls and their artificial
variants for studying the representation of this class of com-
plex sounds at various stages of the central auditory system.

Discussion

The algorithm represents a general-purpose solution for
the description of species-specific vocalizations, e.g. of bat
(3), guinea pig (5,6), rat (4), dolphin (2) or primates (7),
but there are also some limitations in its application. First,
the procedure assumes an appropriate quality of the re-
corded sounds. This means a reasonable signal-to-noise ra-
tio and also the isolation of individual calls in the record
because an overlap of two or more sounds in the record can
lead to improper results (1). The negative influence of these
factors can be significantly reduced by user supervision,
thus correcting errors in the results obtained by fully auto-
matic detection.

The second limitation is due to the fact that not all com-
munication call types are suitable for ’tone-based’ modeling
because of their essentially noisy character. Such call types
require a different model for analytical description (3). In
general, the principle of analytical description can be also
applied in the case of ’noisy’ calls, but with a more sophis-
ticated algorithm.
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Fig. 1: Copy of the computer screen showing segmentation
performed on a ∼ 0.8 s long part of a rat vocalization. The
upper panel shows the waveform of the signal; the lower pa-
nel shows the spectrogram of the signal. Vertical lines in
the waveform represent the limits of each time segment as
set by the user.

Fig. 2: A. Copy of the computer screen showing the result
of signal detection performed on the guinea pig vocaliza-
tion call ’whistle’. The upper panel shows the waveform of
the signal; the lower panel displays the spectrogram of the
signal with superimposed lines representing the time cour-
ses of individual harmonics as obtained by automatic de-
tection.
B. The waveform of the artificial ’whistle’ synthesized from
the parameters obtained by the detection algorithm.
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